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nlng would be prevented. T* WL \ <

The method by which this conclusion was arrived at was as follows: In J "J ) • __»
1912, eighteen Insurance companies in Ontario kept special records for us; from / ’ !..------
their reports we learned that out of every 7,000 unrodded buildings Insured by (At A
them, 37 were struck by lightning, while in every 7,000 nodded ones only two 
were struck by lightning. The rods prevented damage In 35 cues out of an 
expectancy of 37, showing an efficiency of 94.7% Since that we have deter
mined the efficiency for the years 1913, 1914 and 1915. The results for 1

Efficiency of Rods.
94.7

Cj

UQEsujflyears are as

1913 ’.*.!!.!!!!!"!!!!.!
1914 ....................................
1915 ....................................
Average for four years

pjjr 920 
99 8 
90 9
97.2

1. Barn protected against lightning.To apply these figures: The report of 
the Superintendent oi Insurance shows 
that in I912 the Insurance paid on losses caused by lightning was 1268,282. No doubt the actual 
loss exceeded the insurance by perhaps one-third or one hair. If so, the actual loss was 1350,000 
or over. Ninety-four per cent of this equals 1331,460, which represents the saving that would 
have been effected that year if all the buildings had heeu rodded

$400,000 Annual Firs Loges»
In 1913 the Insurance paid on lightning 

loss of *400,000 or more. Ninety-two per ce 
had been rodded.

• Similar
Investigations 

State, based on 
In Michigan 

State many companies 
çaeh for its own losses.

losses to buildings was 1306,104, which means a total 
ml. of this shows a saving of 1368,000 If the buildings

utatlone might be made for the other y earn. If the lightning losses were at hand, 
i along similar lines In Iowa have shown an efficiency of 98.7% for roda In that 

the report of 65 mutual companies oarh year fur eight years, 
the efficiency of lightning rods has been shown to be from 98% to 99%. In this 

keep their rodded and unrodded risks in two separate classes, and 
The reports of eight of theeo .rompantes for the years 1913, 19I

rodded class

ded class, the average assessment per 11,000

The only possible cause for the difference la the rede 
on the buildings.

Ji it per
•1 »
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Rode Even Better Than Insurance

-* These few facts, which aro all matters of record in- -- scry: - - HK®£W3£S&5
be eitminated. 
investment than i

i of his rods. Had 
of his buildings, together with

ings would
For the individual, lightning rods are a better 

uUdlnc. the farmer's only loss is the Interest 
. he loses at least

naurance. When they save 
Under Insurance, In 

his premiums.

eta I will do the 
tun also cor 
the other, Is

a b
case of fin* one third the value

Kind of Rods
are the meet durable end, therefore, the beet, although any m 

long as In proper condition But iron rusts off at the ground, and sin 
undvr certain conditions. A rod composed of two metals, one wrapped around 

tally objectlonable.1

Copper rods i

3. Making a grounding. The same 
cable as hanging down alio, sunk 8 feet 
In ground by drill. The square hole is 
only a foot dee 
In a pail of t 

he drill.

How to Rod
All rods should be grounded I ft. dorp. From the ground the cable should run up I he 

of the building, over the wave, 
up the edge,of the roof to the 
peak, along the peak, down to 
tbi opposite east and Into ih" 
ground at the corner diagonally opposite the first. Points should be 
placed every 20 or 25 fe.it slung the peak, also on chimneys, dormers, etc. 
On more complicated buildings more groundings should he made, and all 
parts of the system connected together. All metallic parte of the struc
ture should be connected to the rods Silos should be rodded.

Fuller directions for roddlng, tleo n treatment of the entire subject of 
lightning rods, will be found In Bulletin 220. It will be sent free on 

plication.
' there is any special Information you would like to have on the sub- 

Jett of lightning*rods, or ir yew lave gey question you would Hfce an 
swered, kindly send us full particulars and we will send you a prompt 

' of Urn Commissioner of Agriculture, Parliament
" Buildings. Toronto.

deep, Just enough to pour 
water to soften the ground

for th

J
% £3
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4. Hay fork track cor.nected to main cable.

Ontario Department of Agriculture
Parliament Buildings, Toronto

DR. C C. CRF.El.MAN, 
Commissioner of Agriculture

St
HON. GEO. S. HENRY, 

Minister of Agriculture
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